Normative Business Ethics Workshop Series
2018-2019 Sessions

Friday, November 2, 1-4:30 PM
- **Ruth Sample**, University of New Hampshire, (Paper Title: *Two Faces of Exploitation*)
- **Donna Gitter**, Baruch College, Zicklin School of Business, City University of New York (Paper Title: *The Ethics of Big Data in Genomics: The Instructive Icelandic Saga of the Incidentalome*)
- **Harrison Frye**, Georgetown University, (Paper Title: *The Ethics of Noncompete Clauses: An Employee-Based Case*)

Friday, November 30, 1-4:30 PM
- **Sabine Tsuruda**, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, (Paper Title: *Working as Equal Moral Agents*)
- **Grant J. Rozeboom**, St. Norbert College, (Paper Title: *You’re So Smug, I’ll Bet You Don’t Care This Paper Is About You*)
- **Jegoo Lee**, Meehan School of Business, Stonehill College, (Paper Title: *Family, A Forgotten Stakeholder*)

Friday, February 8, 1-4:30 PM
- **Ewan Kingston**, Duke University, (Paper Title: *Boycotting the Boycott: Are There Moral Constraints on Conscientious Consumption?*)
- **Wayne Norman**, Duke University, (Paper Title: *The Very Idea of Adversarial Ethics*)

Friday, March 22, 1-4:30 PM
- **Hrishikesh Joshi**, University of Michigan and **Jonathan Anomaly**, University of San Diego, (Paper Title: *The Indeterminacy of Corporate Social Responsibility: Why corporate responsibility depends on background political institutions*)
- **Clinton Castro**, Florida International University, **Adam Pham**, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and **Alan Rubel**, University of Wisconsin-Madison. (Paper Title: *Agency Laundering and Information Technology*)
- **John Katsos**, American University of Sharjah, (Paper Title: *Business Ethics, Structural Violence, and the Control of the State*)

Friday, April 5, 1-4:30 PM
- **Santiago Mejia**, Fordham University, (Paper Title: *Which Moral Obligations Carry Over From Principals to Agents? A Reflection on the Duty of Charity Within Shareholder Theory*)
- **Barry Maguire**, Stanford University, (Paper Title: *Exchange and Alienation*)

Friday, May 3, 1-4:30 PM
- **Lee-Ann Chae**, Temple University, (Paper Title: *Workplace Sexual Harassment as Sex Discrimination?*)
- **Monique Wonderly**, University of California, San Diego (Paper Title: To be announced.)
- **Ned Dobos**, University of New South Wales Canberra, (Paper Title: *The “Bullshitization” of Work: an Ethical Analysis*)

All sessions will be held at The Wharton School, in Room 641 of Jon M. Huntsman Hall.